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von Kkmin Equations 
.I. \~ANDERBAC~~~HEDE 
IVe consider the buckling of 1 rectangular plate subject to a compressive 
thrust and a normal load, as described by rhr van Kzirm6n equations. \I’e show 
hoa- for loads with some particular symmetry properties, the generic theoq 
given by Chow. Hale, and hlJllet-Parer, [.4rrA. Rotionol JIech. Arral. 59 (1973, 
159-1881 for rhe bifurcation ncizr ‘1 Gmple characteristic x-slur, cannot be 
applied. \Ve give the bifurcation curve ior this Siruntlon, and also describe th? 
tranvtlon between the gcnzric and thi symmetric nongeneric CASTS. 
I. INTR~DL~CTI~N 
In some recent papers. C’ho\\-, Hale, and AIailct-Parrt [1, 51 (see alw [7. 9. IO]) 
consider the buckled states of a flat rectangular plste, subject to a compressive 
thrust and a normal load. The system is described hi the wn ICirm9n equations, 
depending on two parameters: cone for the thrust and one for the normal load. 
This last parumetrrr is assumed to be small. Let ,\(, he a characteristic \-alue for 
the linearized equations u ithout noimal load. and let the corrt-spondinq solution 
space ha\,e dimension II. The bifurcation problem for small solutions and for 
parameter \~lucs in the neighhurhood of (,\,), (1) can then be reduced. L>J the 
Liapunol--Schmidt method. to rt equation. 4 in n unknowns and depending on the 
tao paramrters. Here NC restrict our nttcntion to the cast II = I. 
\\‘hrn neglecting higher-order terms, the bifurcation equation in this case has 
the form 
--.\,rt + d - kA, = 0. (1.1) 
Under the generic condition k =A 0. this equation giws rise fo two bifurcation 
curves. each of the form (see Fig. 1.1‘1 
,\? - I”,\? “. t.1.2, 
The problem has one solution for parameter values in region I, and three 
solutions for parameter \-alues in region II. 
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In this paper we consider loads having some symmetry properties such that, 
because of the symmetry, the constant K in (I .l) is zero (see Section 3). In this 
case, the bifurcation equation is shown (Section 4) to have the form, up to 
higher-order terms: 
-A,u + aI43 + h,\l’u = 0. (1.3) 
The corresponding bifurcation curve is approsimately given by (Section 5; 
Fig. 1.2): 
AI = /I,\,“. (1.4) 
This case is “nongeneric” in the sense of [4], but it remains nevertheless interest- 
ing because the nongenericity of the situation is not accidental but caused by the 
symmetry- of the physical problem. 
The qualitative difference between the two bifurcation curves demands some 
further esplanation. For example, one can ask how to make the transition 
between the generic and the nongeneric cases. This question is dealt with in the 
remaining Secrions 6. 7. and 8. The method we use consists in splitting an 
arbitrary load into its “symmetric” and its “antis\.mmewic” part, gilring each 
of these parts an independent load parameter. (These two parameters can 
cwntually be set equal to each other at the end of the calculations, for matching 
a gii-en physical situation.)The resulting three-parameter bifurcation problem can 
then be solved b!- making a transformation, which uses the bifurcation curve for 
the nongeneric case. This transformation “almost” reduces the equation to the 
generic one considerd in [4], and this allows us to solve the bifurcation problem. 
For more details and an interpretation of the results, see Section S. 
2. THE VON KARIVAN EQ~JATIONY AND THEIR SYRII\IETR\ 
We consider the buckling of a simply supported Hat rectangulx plate, 
D = {(x, y): -F < x < f, -1 < y ..; I;, 
suhjrct to a cornpi-rbSi\c thru>t applitxi to the 13iyt.s .i ~~~ */. ancl t18 .I n(,rlll,ll 
loading. In most oi thr work clone c,n this suhjcct one places thr orir(in in one 
turner of the plate; ilO\~~l~cl’. a3 \\e \iant to describe some a\-ninietr!- propcrtics 
of the equations, it is mow conwnient here tu take the uriyin at the crntcr of the 
plate. The equilibrium elmfi~ur~itilJns are assumed to hr described by the 
\-on Kkirni9n equationi: 
(2.1) 
where 
[N, .P] = u, J”,, + u!,y’,, , - al, y’i’, r; 
A is the magnitude of thrust at s = i/; 
p = p(.v, y) is the (given) normal loading; 
1’ is the magnitude of normal loading; 
f is related to the escess stress of the plate. due to the deforma- 
tion of the plate; 
w describes the detlection of the plate. 
For more details on this model. see e.g. Baucr and Reiss [I]. Berger and Fife [I, 
31, and Knightly and Sather [8]: these references give also more information on 
the following reduction of the equations. 
\\‘e write (2. t :), (Z.Zj as an operator equation in the space 
provided with a Hilhert-space structure, described by the innerproduct and 
associated norm: 
Equations (2. I) and (2.2) can then he written as 
j = - gqw. w) 
‘it’ = B(W,J) + ,\L’iL’ + 1.j. 
where 
(2.3) 
(2.1) 
B(zt, .:I) = A-‘[Id. ;,I is a bilinear operator from .I- % .‘i to -1; 
Lu = -A-‘)u,.,, is a compact self-adjoint linear operator; 
/j = J-l-2p; 
J-1 is the inverse of the Laplacian, with zero Dirichlet 
data. 
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\\‘e can further reduce (2.4) t o a single equation for rc E S hy eliminating f: 
where 
(I - AL) CP -k C(w) - I$ = 0. (2.5) 
C(w) = $(ZL’, qnc. w)). (2.6) 
\\‘e know from general bifurcation theory that, for (w. V) near (0, 0), bifurca- 
tion can only occur for A near a characteristic value of L. The operator L has the 
folIowine orthonormal set of eigenfunctions: 
4 ,,,,, = C ,,,, 1 sin F (x + 1) sin y (F + I ). 
The corresponding eigenvalues are ,given b! 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
In what follows we consider h in the neighborhood of some characteristic 
value ,\,,,,i , which we assume to he simple; that is. A,,,,: = A., ,I. , for all (nr’, n’) i 
(m, 4. 
\\‘e now consider more closely the symmetries of Eq. (2.5). -4r-r immediate 
result is that if (~1. A. v) is a solution, then the same is true for (---rc, A. --II). \\‘e 
refer to this as the property 0 (oddness). This propert!- exists in general for 
the \-on Karmin equations over an arbitrary domain. In our case, however. the 
geometric symmetr!’ of the plate D induces some further symmetry properties 
for Eq. (2.5) with v = 0. Indeed, it is ens!- to check that all operators appearing 
in (2.5) commute with the fnlloGy symmetry operators on .I-: 
(i) [Su, Szs] = S[u, .zy], 
(ii) LS =SL, 
(iii) B(.S, &I) = SB(u, 71). 
(iv) C( SW) = .SC(Zl~), 
(\-) su. SP = ‘u, i’ 
(2.10) 
\\.r have. fur the eigenfunctions of the operator 15, 
.~*,A8,, = ( - 1 )“” L (b,,,,! *
~~.,dL :- (-- I j’s+’ d,,;,; . 
(?.I I I 
For 18 = 0. (2.5) remains invariant (see [I I]) fnr the follolving group of crper,r- 
tors nn .I-: 
‘3 = ; I. .5’, . s, , s, ‘I , -/. - .Y, ~ ~ .s,, 1 -s,, &> (2.12) 
where S,., = .S,S, This means that if 2~ is a solution of (2.5) (ivith 1’ =- 0), then 
SZP is also a solution, for each S E 9. It is clear that for 1’ - 0 and a general load p 
most of this syrmetry disappears: There only remains the propert!. 0. .In 
exception is formed by these cases where the load p remains in\-nriant for some 
of the operators of :4’. In the nest section we discuss sonic of these particular 
cases. 
3. VON li.i~~liN EQLl.4TroNs ~VITH .$ SYMMETRIC Lo.~o 
In this section we ccmsider the case where the load p has some s!mmetr!-, 
causing the bifurcation equation to he nongeneric. The precise svmmetr\ 
condition depends on the characteristic \.alue X,,,, in the neighborhood of 
which we stud!- the bifurcation prohlem. To make this clear. consider the 
following particular case. 
Suppose that the load p is symmetric in the .x-direction. that is 
s,p = p. (3.1) 
Then, also 
s,y = p. (3.2) 
and Eq. (2.5) remains invariant under the subgroup !$’ = i.1, S,.:. \\‘e can con- 
sider two cases. depending on the characterisric value ,\,,,,r and the corresponding 
eigenfunction #B,,,,~ (recall that we assume A,,,,,j to be a simple characteristic value). 
Cclse I . ~1 is odd. Then S,$ ,,,,, = Q,,,,,; this implies that the null space of 
I - A,,,,L remains in\-ariant under the same group 9” which leaves Eq. (2.5) 
invariant. An immediate consequence (see [I I, I?]) is that al! solutions (z~l, A. 1.j 
of (2.5) satisf! 
.S,,ZL? = FL’ (3.3) 
and that the bifurcation problem can be discussed in the subspace of S con- 
sisting of those elements which remain invariant under the operator S, . The 
bifurcation theory given in [4] can. in general, be applied to this case. Indeed, 
the generic condition for this theory is k + 0 (see Eq. (I. I)), where k is given b> 
k = :j, Qr,,,) . (3.4) 
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This condition, in general, is satisfied. RIore precisely this means: As far as 
symmetry with respect to the operator S, is concerned, this symmetry does not 
imply k = 0. This is in contrast with case 2. which \ve consider now. 
From (3.2) and (3.5) it follows that 
k = ,fi,~$,,~,> = Sj, -.SC$,,,,~ =: - $,I$,,,, = -k := 0. (3.6) 
This means that the generic condition k F 0 is not satisfied because of the 
symmetry, and the theory in [4] is not applicable to this case. Although we ha\,e a 
so-called “nongeneric” situation, the problem remains ne\-ertheless physically 
interesting. \Ve study its bifurcations in the next sections. 
It is clear that the same situation can happen for other characteristic values 
and other symmetry operators from the group 9. To work in general. we 
denote A ,,,,, as A,, . and we assume that S E IF is such that 
where 4” is the eigenfunction corresponding to A, . \Ve then study the bifurcation 
problem for the equation (2.5), where p satisfies 
sp = p. (3.8) 
The following table gives the possible choices for S, depending on the charac- 
teristic value A: 
,I;; 
(iii) 
(iv) 
ttz e\‘en, tz e\-en s, , S, or --S,, 
ttz even, N odd S, 1 -S, or .s’ 19 
tn odd, tI even -s, . S, or S,.” 
tn odd. n odd -s,. . -S, or -.S SY 
4. THE LI.\PCINOV-SCHMIDT ~IETHOD 
N’e consider the bifurcation problem for Eq. (2.5) with (w, A, v) in a neigh- 
borhood of (0, X, , 0), where Ac, is a characteristic value of the operator L. We 
assume that SE Y is given such that (3.7) and (3.8) are satisfied. 
\Ve denote by 7~ the orthogonal projection on the kernel of I - A,$: 
TIT: .l- - .I-, w - 77(w) = : CL’, cJo cj,, (4.1) 
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\\‘e ha\? 
TT( szcq = szc. qf+, (b,, = ;(‘. .ql,, ‘!I,, = - II’. d,, & TV .S(TT(ZL”) ). 
\\-e wite a general 7:’ E .I. a5 
Zl’ = 572 + (I - n) PI,’ = /q&., f i’. 24 E R, ‘C’ e A-(x). 
Equation (2.5) is then equiwlent to 
(I - rj [(Z - AL) ZL’ -+ C’(w) - $1 = 0. 
n[(Z - AL) 71’ + C(w) - $1 = 0. 
i-Pi 
(4.3) 
(4.3J) 
(4.4h) 
Bringing (4.3) into (4.4~). noting that nj = 0 (cf. (3.6)) and nL. = LT. and 
putting 
A, = .\,‘A,, - I , AZ = II* (4.5) 
we find that 
(I - A,L) P’ - a\,,.\,L.i7 + (I - TT) C(lCfj,, + Z’) - ,42j = 0. (4.6) 
The implicit function theorem implies that, for (I(. ,\, ~ ,i2) in a neighborhood of 
(0, 0. 0), Eq. (4.6) has a unique solution 7’ in a neighborhood of 0 in &Y(r); we 
denote this solution as F”.(zl. .\ , , AZ). Bringing this into (4.4b) gi\-es the hifurca- 
tion equation 
f(u, A1 , &I = -A,11 + c(Uc,b,) + .Z”(U. A, . A?)), (6,, = 0. (4.7) 
\\‘e consider first sonw of the synmetr\- properties of the functions 
v*(u. ,\, , AZ) and ,t‘(u. ,\, , A?). 
(i) e-*(--u. ,\, , -,\>‘) = -;*‘(II. ,\1 , ,\2). 
(ii) .i”‘( -III, .lI , .\:I = SC *(rd. A, 1 ,\.J. (1.8) 
(iii) E’ V(11, \, . -A?) == -..ci, *(Il. A1 . L). 
Prmj. These relations can easil!, be pro\ed by operating on Eq. i4.6) with 
-1. S and -S. respecti\,ely, and using the uniqueness of the solution ascer- 
tained by the implicit function theorem. Note that (i) can he proved without 
hypotheses (3.7) and (3.8). as it is a consequence of the property 0 for the 
van Kirmlin equations. 
Lrsing (4.8) it is eas\- to pro\-e the corresponding symmetries of the bifurcation 
equatio’n (5.7). 
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LEimLi 4.2. I’uder the same conditions as in Lerma 4.1. we he 
(i) j( --u, AI , -A,) = -j(u, A1 , IL:), 
(ii) .f( --II, AI , AZ) = -f(zI, A1 . A?), (3.9) 
(iii) j-(1(. A, , -AZ) =f(u. *\I 1 AZ). 
An immediate consequence of (4.9ii) is that j(0, .\, . AZ) = 0; this proves the 
foIloiling theorem. which is a SpeCiai case of Theorem 6.2 in [I 11. 
THEOREM 1.1. l’nder conditicins (3.7) nad (3.8). the bifurcatiorl equation (4.7) 
has the solution u = 0. This implies that Eq. (2.5) has the solutiorr 
(St’, /\, v) = (V+qO, Al ) AZ), A& I + A,), AJ. (4.lOj 
This solution satisfies: 
SW = zc. (4. I 1) 
Now we see from (4.7) that the function f depends only on A, though the 
depndence of ‘v” on A,. In order to establish some first-order approximation 
for this dependence, we consider Eq. (4.6). A first iteration gives (for u = 0). the 
erpression h,.l@, where .Ilu denotes, for u E .\~(TT) = Im(Z - ,\&). the unique 
solution of (I - AJ) ‘L’ = u which also satisfies XE’ = 0. \Ve set 
Then we have 
sp* = p”, (4.14) 
while .zyr E .\T(IT) is the unique solution of the equation 
(I - .\,$j 2q1 - z\(~\~LZ’, - X,y~I~\2Lp’6 + (,r - Z) C(Z& + *\?p” + F'J = 0. (4.15) 
LEM~L~ 4.3. The unique solution ,z,F(u, A, , A:) of (4.15) in a ne!ghborl~ood of 
zero for (u, AI , A?) near (0, 0, 0), satisfies the estimate 
II .zf(u, A, , kjll ,< C(l u I3 + 1 AI? I3 + I A2 I 1 A1 I) (4.16) 
for some constaut C. 
Proof. If not, then there esists a sequence of solutions of (4.15), 
(29 In 7 *, I Aln , ,\?,J + (0, 0, 0, 0) such that 
-PI 66/3-s 
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Dividing the left-hand side of (4.15) for (~9, ! u. A, 1 A,) .- (~.r,, II,, , hlvl , A.),,) b! 
I i’,, I ~ . and letting II + Y. results in 
(4.17) 
since L is a bounded operator. Applying on (4.17) the (bounded) inverse .I1 of 
the restriction of I - A,$ to ;V(IT) gives 
This, however, contradicts 11 e,,,/il v,, )( /) = 1. 
\Ve can now bring (4.13) into the expression for the bifurcation equation. 
Using the definition of C(z)) it is easy to obtain ~,C(u+, + A&*), $a> as a homo- 
geneous third-degree polynomial in I( and As. Because of the symmetry some 
of the coefficients, for example ‘IQ”, B(+“, &)), &a , will vanish. Finally? we 
find the following bifurcation equation: 
,f(q A1 ) AL) =- -A,u + ml3 + huh,” + R(u, A1 ) A,) = 0, (4.18) 
where 
(2 := .:C(&,j, & = 4 !I ~(~0, boll 1 (4.19) 
h = 9Y-w. w*.4,JJ T WC, W,,P”)J f w,, qp*,p*)),a”’ 
I= ‘I B($. d”,,l’ + ; Eqp”. p’), B(& ,d”) . (4.20) 
R(u, A, , Lj = a.C(u+, + .&p’ -L i.{(u, A1 , &j) - C(u4, + &p*), (bo:, . (4.21) 
The term R appears to be of higher order as far as the bifurcation problem is 
is concerned (see Lemma 4.3). \\‘e also remark that the esplicitly giv-en part of 
f(n, AI , A2j, namely --h,u + uu3 + buAs2, satisfies the symmetry properties 
given by Lemma 4.2 for the totalf. In the next section we discuss the bifurca- 
tion curves of (4.18). 
5. THE BIFURCATION CURVES FOR A SSMMETRIC LOAD 
Now we can state and prove the main bifurcation result for Eq. (2.5) under 
the symmetry assumptions (3.7) and (3.8). The method we use is the same as 
that used in [4]. 
THeoREar 5.1. consider the equation (2.5) and assume (3.7) and (3.8). Then 
there exist a constant cO :.> 0, a neighborhood I’ of the origin in W, and a continuous 
function 
y: I’-+ R, 
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zoith y(0, 0) = 0, surh that, for (,\I , A,) E 1; we hare 
(i) r(A, 1 AZ) _..’ 0 implies that equation (2.5) has e.uactl\. one simple solution 
7Ll with 1, w (/ < E” . 
(ii) y(A, . A,) = 0 implies thut equation (2.5) bus one triple solution u’ such 
tht (I EL’ ” S.-l 6,) 
. (iii) y(X, , A?) <; 0 pl im ies that equation (2.5) bus three simple solutions 70 
wth 11 w 11 < E,, . 
In each cuse, one of the solutions is that giz-en hi Theorem 4. I. 
Prooj. It is clear that the theorem will be proved if we prove an analogous 
result for the bifurcation equation (4.18). Lye first remark that the function 
j(u, A1 , A2j is continuously differentiable in all its variables, and as many times 
as we want. Therefore. we can consider the following functions: 
X(U> AI 9 &) = -,I1 + 3uu* + b&2 + g (24, A,, AZ), (5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
It follows from (4.21), the definition of C(70), and Lemma 4.3 that R(u, 0, 0) = 
O(I u 1”). This implies 
2 (0. 0, 0) = 0, g (0, 0,O) = 0, g (O,O, 0) = 6u > 0. (5.4) 
The implicit function theorem implies that there exist an Q, > 0 and a neigh- 
borhood I’of the origin in R”, such that, for (AI, h4) E 1.. the equation 
$ (24, A, , A.2) = 0 (5.5) 
has a unique solution satisfying 1 u 1 << co. Because ii’?fiW is an odd function 
in u (see Lemma 4.2), this unique solution is necessarily u = 0. This implies 
that (?+I&) (u, A, , A.,) will have a minimum for u = 0. We put 
Now we consider three cases. 
ShO .A. \ 4NDkRBAl.i\\ HEl)t 
(5.7) 
when y(,\, . ,\.,) = 0 (hy definition of 7 and by Lemma 4.2), this is n triple zero. 
(iii) Y(,\~ . .\.,j ... 0. \\‘e remark that tix E,, small enough \\e hai-e 
i’j 
G (I% . O,O) ‘0, I(-q.0.01- 0, /‘(El, 10.0) n. 
By continuity. we can reduce 1. such that, for all (,iq , ,\?) c Iv. 
Then, if Y(,\~ , hj < 0, the function (?j;iilr) (‘u, 8\1 , .I,) has two zeros frT(,\, , ,\?), 
with 0 < @(,I, , A,) c: E,, . The functionf(tc. .I , . A?) has a positive local masimum 
at -Is(,\l , ,\?), and a negative local minimum at ‘S(h, ( ,\3). This implies that the 
function .f(q A,. AJ also h as, nest to its zero at I( = 0. two other zeros 
&u*(A, ~ h2) with 0 ,:c zi(X, , A.,) < u*(,\, , AZ) < or, 
This proves the theorem. 
COROLL.~RY 5. I. (-rider the conditions of Theorem 5. I, the bifurcatio?t curze 
y(h, I A?) = 0 can be written in the-form 
A1 = /“(A.J (5.7) 
for a continuous function I*: [--S,, , S,] -+ [-Sh . S;]. It is rrpprosimcrte~~* gi.xn bj* 
and we also haele 
At * b.\.,‘, (5X) 
p( -h) = p(&). (5.9) 
Proof. IVe have from (5.6): ~(0.0) = 0, and it is e&l!, \xrified using 
Lemma 4.3, that (%R/Fu) (0, AI , 0) = 0. This implies that 
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So, for (A, , AZ) in a neighborhood of (0, Oj, the equation y(Ar , AZ) = 0 has a 
unique solution A1 = CL(&). Le mma 4.2(iii) implies that y(,\r , --AL) = y(A, , A,), 
proving (.X9. Approsimation (5.8) follows from differentiating the identity 
y(;t(&), A,) = 0, giving 
and 
d2p 
z (0) = 26. 
\Ve also state for further use the following result, which is a consequence of 
(5.7) and C’orollar\- 5.1. 
C‘OROLLARY 5.2. 
tlrr identities: 
1 ‘trder ihe cotuiitions qf Theorem 5. I , we /mle. jbr ~ A2 1 small, 
FIGURE 5. I 
(iii) $ (0. &), A?) = 0. 
(5.10) 
The bifurcation curves are shown in Fig. 5.1 for the two cases b :-. 0 and b < 0. 
\I’e remark that the possibility b = 0 is not excluded by the theory. The figure 
also shows the actual solutions for a given ,\? with ) A2 1 -., 0. 
6. THE GEIUERH CLUE RECONSIDERED 
The bifurcation curws found in Section 5 are completely ditierent from the 
bifurcation cur\‘es found for the generic case in [-I] (see (I.?) Jnd Figure I .I). 
This difference suggests. for esample, the following questions: \\‘hat happens if 
the load varies frnm a generic one to a s!-mmetric nongeneric one ? How can we 
describe the transition from thy bifurcation cur1.e in Fir. I ,I to the bifurcation 
curve in Fig. 1.12 
\i’e suppose the characteristic \-alue ,\,, and the s;\mmetry operator SE 3’ 
fixed such that (3.7) is \-alid. Then we remark that the first-order result given 
in [a] (cf. (I.?)) depends onI!- on the constant k = j, (b,, . This implies that 
this result will not change if we replace p by p 7m p’, where p’ satisfies .S/J’ = /I’, 
Thus, in the tirst order, the bifurcation curve remains unchanged if we replace 
fi by its “antisymmetric” part, that is. by f(i - .Y) p. It is clear that this unhapp! 
Gtuation will be corrected when we canculate wme of the hither-order terms. 
Here we use. however. a slightI>, different approach which allows a better 
visualization of the transition between the generic and the nongeneric case. 
\\‘e replace the load term VP in (1.5) b!- I*‘$, + ~‘~p?, where V, and L’? are two 
independent parameters. while pI and p2 satisf!-, respectively, 
sp, -= pL , sp, = -pi (6.1) 
The case I’ 1 = 0 then corresponds to the generic case considered in [4] (modulo 
the remarks above). while for I’.~ := 0 we have the nongeneric situation discussed 
in the foregoing sections. \Ve can alIsa!-s match a practical situation. with a 
gi\-en load +P, by setting V, = Y., = 1’ and PI = +(I + s) p, ps = f(Z - s)p. 
The theory \rhich follows provides a good approximation for the situation 
where the term I*& becomes much smaller than the term vtpI 
So we consider. in the Hilbert space .\‘. the equation 
(I - ,U,j I(’ - c’(w) - l-,pl - IO& = 0. (6.2) 
\I’e look for wlutions (zr? .\. vI , I*?) in the neighborhood of (0, A,, , 0. 0). The 
Liapunov-Schmidt method lead s, in this case, to the auxiliary equation 
(f - A,$) ‘i’ - ,\,,\,L.z~ -- (I - T) C(U#” 7 ‘~9) - /\$I - a4JZ - ZT) jz = 0. (6.3) 
where \vc have \vritten w = ~4,) A z*. 1~ E R, .c‘ E X(n), \\-hile 
4’1 = .\ ,\,, - I . #\? = 1’1 , Aa = I’? (6.4) 
The implicit function theorem provides a unique solution w*(u, ,\, , ;\?, A,) E :V(r) 
of (6.4), for (u, A, , ,\?. ,\J in a neighborhood of the origin in UP. Bringing this 
into the remaining part of the equation gives the bifurcation equation 
f(u, A, , Ai , Ai)) FE -A,u + ,C(U#” + L’*(u, x, , A, ) A.&& - A,R = 0, (6.5) 
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where 
k = <jL,&. 
In what follows, we assume that 
k -1 0. 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
kVe return to this condition in Section 9. 
Now, using the symmetry properties of the ditferent operators and elements, 
and also the uniqueness of the solution of (6.3) given by the implicit function 
theorem, it is easy to prove the following analogue of the Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
Lmwm 6.1. The func~;ons V*(ZI, A,, AZ , A,,) rind f(u. A, . A2 . A,) introduced 
abore satisjy the folio&p swnmetr! properties. 
(i) .i:*(-U. A, , -,\:! ) -A3) = -e,*+, A, ) ,\? ) Aa). 
(ii) v*(-24, A, 4 ,‘.J, -d\ij) = SC'*(U, ,\I , a\2 . Aaj, (6.8) 
(iii) *ry*(u, A,, -&, A3j = -.sP”(U. AL, AZ. &). 
and 
(i) j(-u, A,, -A,, -,\a) = -f(~, AI . A?, As). 
(ii) .f(-u, 84 , 4 , -hJ = -f(k ,\I , & 1 A:,), (6.9) 
(iii) f(u, A, * -A, ? A,) =.f(u. x, 1 14, ‘!j). 
\Ve define, as in the case vz = 0, 
and set 
p: = JZt;, E N(7r). (6.10) 
Z’pl, AI , A2 , A,) = A,p: + 7~:(u, ‘1, 1 A, I ‘&). (6. I 1) 
Then .7!: satisfies 
(I - A”L) 7’1 - A&52’, - AJ,A2Lp; + (I - 77) qua, f .\,p: + ,Z’,) - A3(1 - 4/f& 
E 0. (6.12) 
A proof analogous to that of Lemma 4.3 gives the following upper bound for 
the norm of 29:: 
LEMMA 6.2. The unique solution of (6.12) for (q . II, A, . AZ , As) in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin in N(v) x R x R3 satisjies 
II e~:(u, AI , .4f I A3)ll SG C(l u I3 + I A:! I3 + I A, I I h, I + I A3 I) (6.13) 
for some constant C. 
Bringinu; (6.1 I J into., the hifurcxilnn cquatir,n (6.51, we tind 
Now we remark that if we consider the coefficient of II in (6.14) as a ne\t 
parameter. then we find formall!- and up tn higher-order terms, the same 
bifurcation equation as the one considered in [-I]. Howe\-et-, to take full advantage 
of this fact, it turns out to be necessary to include some of the higher-order terms 
in the definition of this new parameter. Now A, = b.\,” is only an spprosimate 
form of the bifurcation curl-e @\-en by C’orollar!- 5.1 in the case Azr = 0. This 
suggests the fnllnwin,g transformation for the parameters: 
‘il = A1 - /I(,\,). 7/c =s.J, 4 ‘j.? = 4 ’ .j , (6.16j 
where A1 .= I is the bifurcation curve for As = 0, gi1.w bv C’orollar\ 5.1. 
The bifurcation equatiun becomes 
(i) g(-11, ‘jr 1 -vi. -7j.J == -g(u, 7, , 77:. T/J. 
(ii) p(-“u 7)) . 7j.A . -7/J == -g(u, 71 . ‘I:! . qJs (6.18) 
(iii) plrr. ?)I , - ‘jz . %) = du. ?I * ‘1, 1 13). 
Proof From Lemma 6.1 and (5.9). 
As .f(u. ‘j, . 7j.j . 0) = 0 is exactI!, the bifurcation equation we have studied in 
Sections 4 and 5, it follo\va from Corollary 5.2 that. for [ TJ? ( sufficiently small, 
we haw the identities: 
g(0.0. + 1 Oj = g (0.0. 7j2 , 0) = 2 (0.0, v2, 0) = 0. (6.19) 
The following form for the function g gi\,rs some insight in the analysis of 
the bifurcation equation (6.17) as given in the nest section. The proof is easy 
from the foregoing rrsuits. ._ 
LEMIUA 6.4. For (u, q, , 7,. Q) in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0, 0), we haz~e 
g(4 q1 . +I? 9 q3j = -+,1lf + au3 - II& + S(u, 7h , 7~~ , y3), (6.20) 
tidrere the higher-order terms S(u, 7, . ye , TJ sati$v 
S(u. 7, . 72 I Q) = O((l 71 I + 72’)) I u 13 -k I 115 I -L q:j2 I u / + I 113 13). 
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7. THE REDUCED BIF~~RCATION EQU.ITION 
To determine the bifurcation curves of (6.17), we could use a method similar 
to the one used in Theorem 5. I. (See [4] for a general formulation). The method 
of “scaling”. introduced in [5. 71, is hwwer. more appropriate for our needs. 
and therefore we use it here. \\‘c need the iollo\\inc lemma. 
L~rmr;\ 7.1. The solutions cji tlrr reduced hiflcrctztiotr equatiotl (6.17). in the 
ttri$borhood qf the or&n, sati$\- the estimate 
~ u I C,(I ‘1, I’ ” i- I ‘Is I’ “) (7.1) 
for some comtant C, . 
Proof. If not, then there esists a sequence (II,& , q,,) + (0. 0) (11 := +I~ , Q . 71:~)) 
of solutions of (6.17) such that 
I ?ll, I1 ” (] and l73,‘ I1 3 -+ 
I u h I XT- 
o, 
Dividing g(u,, . ?,,) = 0 by ( u,, I3 and taking the limit for t/ - K gives 
lim 
I 
~ 4u,, 171,‘) = 0. 
u-7. 1 llVi IX-, 
Now g is continuously differentiable in all its arguments and for all orders. So 
we can espand g in a Taylor series with closing tvrms. Using Lemma 6.3 and 
(6.19). (7.2) reduces to (F$/?u”) (0) = 0. But 
g(k 0:) = g 3 (0) + O(I I4 I?), _ . 
and so (7.2) is equivalent to 
(7.3) 
Lising Lemma 6.4 finally giws C’(&), C,, = a = 0. which contradicts, 
however, (4.19). 
Now (7. I) suggests to consider different regions in the neighborhood of 71 = 0 
in R3, depending on the dominant term in the right-hand side of (7.1). In each 
of these regions we use a different scaling. The regions and scalings we consider 
are 
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with the scaling 
with the scaling 
In the foregoing, LY is a large positi\-e number, with ,X .,) I, while the /3i are 
small positive numbers. In what follows we will indicate how these numbers 
can be determined. As all ,Bi can be taken equal to each other. we will simpl! 
denote them by p from now on. 
LEMMA 7.2. For a suficient1-v large and /3 su@ ‘cieut!v small. no bifurcation 
occurs in the regions R(a, j3) and S-(q 8). In both rgidns Eq. (6.17) has esact!v 
one solution near zero. 
Proof. (i) In Rjz. /3), and with the scaling (7.4), Eq. (6.17) becomes 
h,(o. i, , C:! , /t) = (1 ,‘p3) &a, p’5, . i2 , /A”) = 0, (7.7) 
to be considered for 1 u 1 . XT, , 1 i, j ..; I J. / <, ; :’ & and / 11 I /3’ 3. \ve 
first show that 11~ is defined fnr !L = 0. ITsing (6.19) and Lemmas 6.3 and 6.1. \\c 
get 
and 
Y 
h,(u, 41 , 0.0) = -CT;, + l7u3 - k. (7.8) 
For <r = 0, the equation h,(a, 0) = 0 has only one solution 
IJo = (kql~3 (7.9) 
while (2h,/%a) (q, , 0) = 312u,~’ z 0 (by our assumption (6.7)). This implies 
that for ({r . {s, p) in a neighborhood of the origin, Eq. (7.7) has onI!- one solu- 
tion with 1 u 1 c.s ZC, If we take J sufficiently large and fi sufficiently small, such 
that R(q fl) is contained in this neighborhood. then no bifurcation occurs in 
&a, 8). 
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(ii) In S-(a, /I), using the scaling (7.9, Eq. (6.17) becomes 
h,(u, p, 52 ,5,) = ( 1 /p3) gb, -P”, 5, 3 P3i,) = 0, (7.10) 
with 0 and i3 bounded (1 u ( ..< C,( I + a), 1 & j ,::I a)) and (p, <,) in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin. I!‘e have 
/r&r, 0, 0, 5,) = u + au3 - hi:) . (7.llj 
.Is (&/Eu) (u. 0. 0. 5,) = I + 3au” . . . I. the number of solutions of (7.10). 
with 1 u ] r 1 C2( 1 + a). remains invariant for (p, 5,) in a neighborhood of the 
origin and for ; & 1 :$ a. For t3 = 0, there is just one solution. Therefore. if /3 
is sufficientI\ small, Eq. (6.17) has one simple solution in S-(3, P). and no 
bifurcation occurs in this region. 
THEOREM 7. I. Lnder conlfiitions (X7), (6.1), and (6.7) there exist 0 constunt 
% _I 0 ancf a neighborhood I- of the origin in W3 such that: 
(i) Ihere esist fu~o functions ~~(7) anif y?(q) dejined for 7j E l,‘n S+(a. 6); 
(ii) the set iq 1 y,(q) = 0) u {7 I y?(7) = 0) forms u unique surface in the 
?I-space, lfenoled 6.v r. The surface is smooth for Q + 0 but forms a cusp tangen! to 
the (71~ . +)-plow nf the points (0, 7? . 0). Infuct. we 1ra.z.r on r 
7,(+ , 7:,) ‘* 3(ak”/4)’ 3 1 73 ? “; (7.12) 
(iii) 9 g r-for 7l ,rC 0; 
(iv) q E I’, q, + 0 implies that Eq. (6.17) h . (13 one simple and one double 
solution z&h I u I ,: co; 
(v) r cfizides a neighborhood of the origin into two open antf conneccled con,- 
ponents r, and r, . such that 
(a) 7 E rl =. (6.17) has one sofufion with 1 u 1 s.: E#, 1 
(b) 7 E r, =. (6.17) has three distinct solufions with / u ~ ._: E,, . 
FIG. 7. I. The bifurcation surface in p-space. 
Prr~!/. From Lemma 7.1 lie known that we onlv hale to consider the rrgiu~n 
.x’i,l. i!t for bifurcation pnints. ITsing the scaling (7.6). Eq. (6.17) beccimes 
/l:l(u, 0. 0. &) = -u + (If9 - h<:, = 0. (7.13) 
The function (i;lr,,‘in) (a, 0, 0. i&) has, as a function of 0, and with j,r tised. a 
minimum at (J = 0. and is zero for CI = of and 0 = (ST , where 
The function /Q(u, 0. 0, &) has a local masimum for 4 = a! and .i local minimum 
f or (T = a* . The number of solutions of (7.14) depends on the relati\.e signs oi 
Ir3(a* , 0. 0, 5,) and /Q(o*+ , 0. 0, ia). If both have the same sign, then there is one 
solution; if both have opposite signs then there are three solutions. The number 
of solutions changes when 5, is such that l~((u* , 0. 0, j,) = 0 or //,JoT , 0. 0. <,l 
= 0. that is. for i3 = <T or la = ;e with 
There are three solutions for <! & <I . and one solution for L;,i c,.- I;’ OI 
,, 
$3 :- <; 
By continuit!. and the implicit function theorem the same argument holds 
for (11, i,) in a neiphhnrhood of the origin. For such (/l, 5,). and for : i,, ~ ‘1, 
the equation 
(dr,‘f-u) (u. /A, i? . <.j, = 0 (7.17) 
has t\\.o solutions. n = CJT(/L, I;, . i:<) and CT’- ~T(P~ i, . 5,). with 
n:(o. 0. i,) = u’ . UJO. 0. i,) = 0: . (7.18) 
Then /~(a. /L, j, , is) has a local masimum for u = u,(tl. <?. q,,l and a local 
minimum for u = u!Jtl. <, . &J. Let. for 7j 5 S+(A. $), 
Let further 
(7 20) 
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Then Eq. (6.17) has one solution if yr(~))y~(rl) > 0, and three solutions if 
n(v) ~~(1) C: 0. The bifurcation points are @i-en by yr(q) ~~(7)) = 0, and cor- 
respond, after the scaling (7.6) to the points where 
0 r 
Because (from (7.14)) 
2 (a, o,o, &) = --k 7 0 (7.22) 
each of the equations in (7.21) can be sol\-ed for is . SO the bifurcation points are 
given b! 
1, = C”(P, iJ, with i”(O,O) = i” (7.23) 
and 
i, = 5f(c4 5>)’ with qo, 0) = 6:. (7.21) 
Equation (7.13) has three solutions for jF(,, j,) .C <,, s.r: i&L, iJ and one solu- 
tion for <a < iX(/1, 5?) or j, -2 <:(p, 6,). Returning to the original variables 
proves the theorem. The bifurcation surface is given by: 
(7.23) 
(7.26) 
7’(71 17,) = -7$(7,* 72). (7.27) 
proof. Equation (7.26) follo\vs immediately from the definitions and Lemma 
6.3(iii). It follows from Lemma 6.3(ii) that oT(,l, &, -5,) = -~z(~, i,, is), 
giving /%, i,) = -5$, 5,) and (7.27). 
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3. THE BIFL~RC.\TION SURFACC. 
Theorem 7.1 describes the bifurcation result for the reduced bifurcation 
equation (6.17), and is espressed in the parameters ~1~ . NOI\ we must return tn 
the original Eqs. (6.2) and (6.5), espressed in the parameters ,j, . 1i-e have from 
Theorem 7. I and C’orollary 7. I : 
THEOREM 8.1. Cnde~ conditions (3.7), (6.1)? and (6.7) there exist N constant 
d” ;, 0 and a mfghborhootl 1. of the origin in W such that, JOY w E .V, 11 :c 11 . Q, , 
h = A& 1 T Al), and (A, , AI! . AZ) E IS. we have the jolloaing: 
(i) there exist two funrtions, A?(.\, , AZ) and A:(/\, , AJ. defined joy 1\1 _ : 
p(hJ. athre p(k) is /he function giwn 6-v Corol1ar-v 5. I ; 
(ii) thf set 
forms a unique surjare in the (.4 I , A, , &)-space. This surface is smooth for Ar :- 0. 
but has a cusp line gken b!v ,\:, = 0. AI = p(&). r is appro.rirnateJ\, giwn bjv 
A, - p(,\J * 3(44)“3 1 A, p3; (8. I I 
(iii) (A, . A? . I\a~ t r implies that Eq. (6.2) has one simple and one double 
solution; 
(iv) r dixdes a neighborhood of the origin into two open und connected 
components. I‘, and rz . such that 
(a) (A, , A, . ,\3) E rl =- (6.2) hms one simple solution, 
(h) (A, 1 A,. AS) E rl =. (6.2) has three distinct solutions; 
(v) A_T(A, . -A,) = /\:(A1 , AZ), hf(A, . -,L) = A:(,$ ) k); 
(vij AT(A, . As) = -AT(Al . A,). 
FIG. 8. I. The bifurcation surface for Eq. (6.2). 
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b>O b<O 
FIG. 8.2. The bifurcation cun’es for A, = A2 = AZ:= v. 
The bifurcation surface is shown in Fig. 8.1 for both the cases 6 :., 0 and 
h < 0. 
=Zs we already mentioned in Section 6, a given load l-p can be matched by 
taking pi = +(I + S) p, pz = +(I - S)p, and X, = Aa = V. The intersection 
of the bifurcation surface with the plane A, = Aa gi\-es a bifurcation curve as 
in Fig. 8.2. 
If we fis now p, and pr , and set AZ = v,\s , I& = IQ\, , then we can find analog- 
ous bifurcation curves by intersecting the bifurcation surface with the plane 
&A, = &A? . If we let 1, + 0. then the neighborhood of the origin in the (A, , v)- 
plane where the cusp, given by the theory in [413 is a good approsimation for the 
bifurcation curve, becomes smaller and smaller. This neighborhood disappears 
totally in the limiting, nongeneric case 1, = 0. where we find the smooth 
bifurcation curve given by Corollary 5.1. This describes the transition between 
the generic and the nongeneric situations. 
9. THE CASE k = 0 
In the foregoing we have only paid attention to the symmetry-properties with 
respect to one particularly chosen symmetry-operator S. However, as we have 
pointed out in Section 3, there are, for each characteristic value Anln, severa 
possible choices for S. and a complete description must include all of them. We 
have further made the assumption (6.7). but, considering other symmetry 
operators that S can imply k = 0 for some loads with particular symmetry 
properties. The following remarks intend to specify these situations. 
First, we remark that for each eigenfunction &, we can find three operators 
in 8, say S, , S, , and S, , such that Si$ = -+,, , i = 1,2,3. \\-e have further 
that for each permutation (i j k) of (1, 2, 3), we have 
s,s, = -s, . 
P +, = )(I + S,) (I + S,) p, 
p+- = $(I + S,) (I - s,‘)p, 
pm- = !(I - S,) (I + S,) p, 
pm- = .;(I - S,) (Z - .(‘-) p. 
If we choose .5’ = S, in the foregoing theory, then 
PI = P++ 7 P+- * p:! = p-+ + p-- . 
.SUppO”’ non- that pm- = 0, while p, + = 0, pm.+ x 0. and pm, = 0. Then 
p2 c= 0, hut 
Another choice of S, nameI!- S = .S? or S = -S,.S, , leads to thz same situa- 
tion, as is easily I-eritied. In this case the theor!- abow cannot be applied. 
The solution for these problems is to consider separately the effect of each of 
the four parts of p on the bifurcation curie. for esample. b!. replacing the load 
I$ b! 
I’,/)+ L + I’cPm+  I’&+ + I’Jmm . 
where the I’; are four independent parameters (,which can ewntually be set 
equal to each other at the end of the calculations). This leads to a situation 
which is much more clitkutt to describe: in fact, we ha\-e a bifurcation problem 
with five parameters. \\‘e hope to return to this problem in a future paper. 
The work presented here wrls carried out while the author UPS a N;\TO Research 
Fellow at the Division of Applied Rlnthemntics at Brown University. Both institutions 
are gratefully acknowledged for their support and hospitality. \f’e also thank Prof. 
J. RIallet-Paret for introducing us to the subject of this paper, and for interesting dis- 
cussions. Finally \\e thank the referee of this paper For some corrections and helpful 
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